
Advanced
Sleep Sound Therapy System®

Proven to help 
you sleep, relax 
and renew 
- naturally

Developed in 
conjunction with world 
renowed sleep expert 

Dr. Lee 
Bartel

Sound Oasis S-690 Advanced Sleep Sound Therapy System plays back nature 
sounds, music and therapy sounds based on Delta, Alpha or Beta brainwaves that 
coax your brain to match these frequencies and enter healthy states of sleep or 
relaxation. It incorporates patented sleep enhancement technology to help users 
fall asleep more easily and naturally without medication. It may also help get 
better quality sleep. It may also help circulate tinnitus discomfort and masks noisy 
neighbours, annoying and disturbing noises. 

Special
S-690 Model

48
Made for Tinnitus

Sounds included



Item Dimensions 12.40 x 8.90 x 14.40 cm

Item Weight 600 g

Sound Micro SD Card with 24 Sound Included

Battery or Outlet Powered
AC adapter (included) or 4 "AA" batteries (not 
included)

24 Included Sounds
Create an ideal selection of sounds to help you get the sleep you deserve and the sleep your body needs

World Leading Sleep Therapy
It may help you fall asleep more effectively than cheap sound machines or simple white noise machines. 
The S-690-01 includes several sounds that use Delta, Alpha or Beta brainwaves to coax your brain to 
match these frequencies and enter healthy states of sleep or relaxation

Patented Sleep Enhancement Technology
Seamlessly and gradually slows playback speed to gently lull you to sleep.

Customisable Sounds
Simply download new sounds or order a custom sound card from the Sound Oasis® web site

Chime Alarm Sound
No more loud annoying buzzers

Sleep Timer with Auto Shutoff
Continuous play or auto shutoff in 30, 60 or 90 minutes

Backlit Alarm Clock
Continuous play or auto shutoff in 30, 60 or 90 minutes

Battery or Outlet Powered
AC adapter (included) or 4 “AA” batteries (not included)


